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time. Researchers use the resulting data to
draw conclusions regarding the distribution
of gases at the dawn of our universe. Bygone
galaxies that were previously unknown have
been discovered this way. Scientists have also
used ALMA to identify small organic sugar
molecules that provide us with a clue concerning the nature of primordial molecules of
life in the cosmos. Paradoxically, ALMA s
high-tech devices are located in one of the regions of Earth that is least hospitable to life:
at altitudes of up to 5,600 meters in the des-

few places are as suitable for an observatory
as the Chilean desert.

Deep Chill. ALMA is a two-hour drive from
the nearest city, and it s located in one of the
world s driest deserts. The observatory is said
to be the second-highest building on Earth
(the highest is said to be a train station in Tibet). The air up here is so thin that our brains
don t always function perfectly, Gutierrez
says. The lack of oxygen causes minor blackouts. You need to be careful, because even
the tiniest mistake
up here can cause
By capturing infrared light that has
millions of dollars
journeyed billions of light years, ALMA
worth of damage to
essentially travels back through time.
the
telescopes.
That s why my cololate Atacama Desert near the Bolivian bor- leagues put oxygen tubes in their noses
der. Still, the location is perfect for stargazing. when they have to perform complicated
In general, three things are important to as- tasks. Gutierrez is all bundled up. He has to
tronomers. They want their telescopes to be be, because temperatures at night can fall to
located on top of tall mountains, and they as low as -20 degrees Celsius. He also wears
want this environment to be dry and dark. Air sunglasses and a hat to protect him from the
and water molecules in the lower layers of high levels of UV radiation here, which can
the atmosphere distort observations, and burn uncovered skin in just a few minutes.
man-made light sources obstruct the view of
International research institutes have inconventional telescopes though not of ra- vested about $1.3 billion in ALMA. In return,
dio telescopes like those at ALMA. All in all, they have received the world s most precise

observatory
the biggest eye on earth. If
ALMA were an optical telescope used for
looking at objects on Earth, it would be possible to see the dimples on a golf ball from a
distance of 15 kilometers. As some researchers point out, in terms of its precision,
ALMA amounts to a revolution one that is
comparable to the difference between the
naked eye and the first telescope.
Chile is one of the world s most important
locations for observing the heavens. The
many observatories that have located there

are a godsend for the country s universities.
And with more and more telescopes being
built there, scientists estimate that by 2020
it will be home to around 20 percent of the
entire surface area of all the world s telescopes
many of which, such as those at
ALMA with their 12 meter diameters are
very large.
With so many telescopes there is a
tremendous need for experienced personnel
and associated facilities. We re waiting for a
hotel with 170 beds to be completed; until

then we re sleeping in containers, Gutierrez
explains. In the middle of a container village
at an elevation of 2,900 meters is the
camp s canteen. A group of Japanese researchers is sitting here; they don t seem
thrilled by the food on their plates. They d
much rather have their home cuisine again;
it s been weeks since they ve eaten sushi.
Meanwhile, an Italian scientist says he would
give anything for some pasta al dente.
Way up There. Regardlesss of their size, all
advanced observatories need electricity, and
a lot of it. They need it not only to power rotation motors, but also their lights and climate control systems. When ALMA was
opened, electricity for the camp, the telescopes, and the supercomputer was supplied
by diesel generators. However, these units
were loud and inefficient. In 2012, three
small gas turbines went on line.
Oscar Galvez Iglesias is responsible for
making sure ALMA s stargazers never run out
of power. We now generate around two
megawatts of electricity, he explains. The
observatory is expanding, so we ll soon need
to increase capacity by 50 percent. That s because at an altitude of 5,000 meters even the
air conditioners require more energy to cool

the central computer than they would need
at lower elevations. That s because the air is
so thin at this altitude.
A small power plant situated slightly
above the container village is equipped with
Siemens circuit breakers, protection and
monitoring systems for medium-voltage facilities, and control cabinets. Simatic control
panels ensure easy operation of all equipment. And if an accident were to occur
nonetheless, a Siemens fire protection system would ensure that any blaze would be
detected and controlled immediately.
A little further uphill from the plant, at
5,100 meters, Siemens has built a substation
to supply the telescopes with electricity. I m
proud of what I do, says Iglesias. ALMA is
the world s biggest observatory, and I make
sure that the lights stay on. The day is coming to an end, and Iglesias is about to head
for the canteen. He stops for a moment and
looks up at the sky. As he leans his head back,
he sees how the pale baby-blue color of the
horizon gradually darkens into the deep
blackness of outer space. In a few hours, only
the dark universe will be looking down at the
earth. The stars will then tell Iglesias their
story of infinity until they themselves one
day flicker out.
Andreas Kleinschmidt

Siemens technology
ensures a secure
power supply as well
as top fire protection.
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Siemens software simulated and developed a
machine (left, below) that produces huge
mirrors for high-performance telescopes.

The sun is about 150 million kilometers
away from the Earth. For astronomers, that
means it’s practically right outside the front
door, since light needs only 8.3 minutes to
travel such a distance. But astronomers want
to look much farther. In fact, in the future,
they want to observe galaxies as far as 13 billion light-years away — thus looking back almost to the time of the big bang.
A new generation of large telescopes is
expected to make this possible. The main
challenge here is to produce the large numbers of extremely precise mirrors that will be
needed. The primary mirror of one such tele-

sion when it comes to grinding, lapping, and
polishing astronomical optics — all in a single
machine. It was designed and built by OptoTech Optikmaschinen GmbH, a global market leader for optics machines used in everything from super-micro optics to micro and
macro-optics, as well as planar and eyeglass
optics.
“We developed this general-purpose machine specifically for the production of mirrors with diameters of up to two meters and
for other large optical components,” says
Jochen Franz, head of the Design department
at OptoTech in Wettenberg, about an hour

Tools that Look through Time
For a deeper look into outer space, astronomers need a new generation of optical
telescopes. To produce the ultra-precise large-scale mirrors needed for these instruments,
OptoTech designed an 86-metric-ton special-purpose machine. The machine was created
with the help of industrial software and control-and-automation technology from Siemens.

scope already contains approximately 800
hexagonal mirror elements, each with a diameter of about 1.5 meters and a thickness
of 50 millimeters. To be able to capture and
focus the dim light from space, the dimensions of every element of these mirrors must
be accurate to within just a few nanometers.
In the Bavarian town of Teisnach, engineers are working hard to solve this problem.
In 2012, after three years of preparation, the
largest and most modern precision-optics
machine in the world began trial operation
here on the Technology Campus of the
Deggendorf Institute of Technology.
The UPG 2000 CNC (computer numerically controlled) provides the highest preci-
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north of Frankfurt, Germany. The objective of
the tests in Teisnach is to achieve a manufacturing accuracy of 30 nanometers, or roughly
one thousandth of the diameter of a fine human hair.
No Mistakes Allowed. On the UPG 2000
CNC itself, however, everything is big. It
weighs in at 86 metric tons, the granite block
on which it rests weighs 40-tons, the mirrors
it produces are huge, and likewise the challenge posed by its manufacture is substantial.
In short, no errors can be tolerated — no expensive prototypes that don’t work correctly,
no glitches that hamper operations, and definitely no mirrors with precision problems.
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tion and thus significantly shorten time to
market,” he adds.
At OptoTech, design engineers first created a virtual 3-D design of their future machine. At that stage, the software already indicated whether the overall design and the
elements it would use would work properly,
because all of the actual properties of the
Sinumerik control and Sinamics-type
Siemens drive were fed into the design via
NX. A team from Siemens Mechatronic Support then analyzed, simulated, and optimized
the virtual machine’s design.

A 340-million-pixel image of the central regions of our Milky Way.

Despite the pioneering work that was required, OptoTech developed its machine in
just 1.5 years in collaboration with Siemens,
which contributed a substantial amount of its
own industrial software and control and automation technology.
To pare down development time and
meet the huge demand for astronomical optics without delay, OptoTech experts relied on
innovative industrial software that links the
virtual and real production worlds within the
framework of a product lifecycle management system (PLM).
With this in mind, the company turned to
Siemens’ NX, an integrated PLM software so-

lution. “In addition to product design, 3-D
modeling, and documentation, this software
enables you to perform multidisciplinary calculations. These computations link various
aspects of rigidity and flow calculations, heat
transfer, and kinematic processes to produce
results that provide the most accurate possible simulation of reality,” says Peter Scheller,
Marketing Director for NX at Siemens PLM
Software in Germany.
“NX and the integrated development
“NX accelerates design and
environment acceldevelopment and thus significantly
erate development,
shortens time to market.”
design, and produc-

Approaching Reality through the Virtual World
With nine million licensed seats,
Siemens is one of the world’s leading
suppliers of product lifecycle management (PLM) software and associated
services. In its NX software suite, the
company offers a solution for flexible,
efficient, rapid, and high-quality product development and manufacturing.
Computer Aided Design, Computer
Aided Manufacturing, and Computer
Aided Engineering (CAD/ CAM/CAE)
are all integrated into NX. The benefits
of this combination can be seen in 3-D modeling and documentation, as well as in the multidisciplinary calculation of structural, kinematic, thermal, fluid-mechanical, and multi-physical
processes.
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Virtual Prototype. Thanks to this virtual design process, expensive physical prototypes
are becoming a thing of the past. So too is
the time-consuming parallel computation
that used to be necessary to find out whether
a design will be structurally sound once built.
Scheller explains: “Thanks to the CAM module for production simulation, it was even
possible for OptoTech to simulate the exact
production run for a single mirror. The software for the virtual machinery moves the digitally-designed machine in realistic ways. So
it’s possible to put it into service virtually, as
it were, early on in the process.”
And the benefits of NX-based development are evident after the real startup as
well. “The leading PLM platform today is

called Teamcenter. NX is integrated into this
platform more deeply than any other solution,” says Scheller. “All the data from the design phase, acceptance by the customer, and
subsequent maintenance can be saved and is
available at all times. That’s a huge advantage when there are maintenance activities
or difficulties with a machine.”
The benefits of this industrial software
can be particularly clearly seen in the case of
new solutions like the UPG 2000 CNC. For experts at OptoTech, it was clear that they could
achieve the manufacturing quality demanded by the market only with a completely new, complex combination machine.
“Time and precision are always lost in the
process of moving a piece from one machine
to another and resetting it. It was important
to avoid that,” says OptoTech founder and
Managing Director Roland Mandler. “And so
we integrated all the necessary processing
steps into our Sinumerik-controlled ultra-precision grinding and polishing machine.”
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Integrated Drive Technologies. OptoTech
relies on Siemens for drive technology too.
The reason, according to Robert Neuhauser,
CEO of Siemens’ Motion Control business
unit, lies in the integrative approach pursued
by Siemens. “In a complex project like this
one, integrated drive technologies offer major advantages,” he says.
These technologies guarantee the smooth
interaction and optimal dimensioning of all
sub-systems and components, from the converter to the motor and the couplings of the
gear system. They also assure vertical integration extending all the way to the control
level as well as customer support throughout
the entire lifecycle of a machine — from simulation to engineering to servicing during
regular operation.
OptoTech was won over by this package
of benefits. “The fact that we had a good,
long-standing relationship played a role here,
and so did the development assistance we received from the Mechatronic Support specialists,” says OptoTech Design Director Jochen
Franz. “But the technical factors were decisive: No other supplier of control technology
has a premium CNC system that is openly
scalable and modular in the way the Siemens
product is.”
Computerized Numerical Control refers to
the electronic control and regulation of machine tools or CNC machines. Thanks to their
electronic control technology, CNC machines
can automatically produce even complex
workpieces and do so with a speed and precision far superior to those that are possible
with mechanically controlled machines. According to Franz, other advantages of
Siemens CNC systems are their ability to
adapt straightforwardly to customer-specific
user interfaces and be accessed remotely for
maintenance (p. 84). With these features,
OptoTech can quickly support its customers
around the world at all times.
The machine that resulted from the OptoTech-Siemens partnership is now in the
possession of Ifaso GmbH (a company whose
name is an acronym meaning “integrated
production of aspherical optics”). OptoTech
established Ifaso together with the Deggendorf Institute of Technology in order to market the new machine. The global market for
this unique instrument is expected to grow
dramatically. Inquiries have already been
made by China, Russia, and India; all of which
have space programs. OptoTech Managing
Director Mandler is certain that the UPG 2000
CNC will generate interest in other sectors as
well, such as semiconductor lithography.
Mirjam Müller
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In Brief
The steady shift from the physical to the
digital world is touching almost every aspect of
life. Analog information is being digitized —
i.e. turned into binary code. This development
has endless ramifications, one of which is the
growing availability of detailed, real-time information in almost every sector. (pp. 77, 97)
Manufacturing. Products and factories are
being simulated long before their physical
counterparts exist, and the data this generates
is being used in the planning and design of industrial facilities and even the world’s biggest
telescopes. Building sites, once the domain of
the analog world, can be digitally monitored
and optimized. Aerial photos taken by drones
can be used to continually compute 3-D models — such as the new Aspern section of
Vienna, Austria. (pp. 92, 99, 111)
Critics of digitization see a threat to privacy.
Proponents see opportunities for expanding
democratic participation. According to Vasilis
Koulolias, founder of eGovLab, citizens could
be involved in city planning much sooner. MIT
professor Erik Brynjolfsson predicts that software will replace more and more jobs even as
it brings benefits to ever more people. Meanwhile, avatars are being used to model human
activity in dangerous work environments in order to reduce risk to humans. (pp. 82, 90, 100)
Multimodal imaging will transform
interventional treatment. Siemens researchers envision treatment environments in
which a portable, wireless display integrates all
image data and associated information into a
single, real-time information overview. (p.104)
Countless traffic lights, gas turbines and
computer tomographs around the world are being remotely monitored and updated to prevent
shutdowns. Apps tell us the best way to get to
our destinations as well as how to purchase
tickets and parking passes. (p. 81, 84)
Software and the cloud are replacing centralized data storage and processing at individual physical locations, such as a company’s
hard drives and servers. The cloud is virtually
unlimited and can be expanded quickly as
needed. In combination with new computer
programs, the cloud opens up opportunities
for business models whose variety is only
hinted at today. (p. 79)
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Would you like to know more
about Siemens and our latest
developments?
We would be glad to send you more information. Please check the box next
to the publication you wish to order and the language you prefer, and fax a
copy of this page to +49 (0)9131 9192-8513, or mail it to: Publicis, Publishing, Susan Grünbaum-Süß — Postfach 3240, 91050 Erlangen, Germany, or
contact us at: publishing-address@publicis.de. Please use “Pictures of the
Future, Spring 2014” as the subject heading.
Books:
Life in 2050 — How We Invent the Future Today (€19.95)
Innovative Minds (€34.90). More information is available at:
www.siemens.com/innovation/lifein2050 or via the book trade
Available issues of Pictures of the Future: (free of charge):
Pictures of the Future, Spring 2014 (German, English)
Pictures of the Future, Fall 2013 (German, English)
Pictures of the Future, Spring 2013 (German, English)
Pictures of the Future, Fall 2012 (German, English)
Pictures of the Future, Spring 2012 (German, English)
Pictures of the Future, Fall 2011 (German, English)

PoF: More Digital, More Interactive
Reading habits are changing. A Google study from 2012
shows that in the U.S. nine out of ten activities that involve
the use of media already take place in front of a display, be
it part of a smartphone, tablet, PC or TV. Newspapers and
magazines in paper form are being read less and less.
Pictures of the Future has always had the objective of not
only reporting on future trends but also helping to define
them. Therefore, starting from fall 2014, we will launch a
high-end online version of Pictures of the Future that not
only features new articles, images, videos, and animated
graphics weekly, but also involves you, our readers, and
your wishes and suggestions to a much greater extent than

is possible with printed media. This involvement will begin
with the selection of topics. Which subjects, from digital
technologies and software to energy efficiency, industry
and manufacturing, infrastructures and finance, health and
people, mobility and drives, and research and development,
would you most like us to report on?
Write to us at: editorial-pof.cc@siemens.com

You can read more, and find updated information
about the new appearance of Pictures of the Future at:
www.siemens.com/pof-preview

Pictures of the Future, Special Edition Green Technologies (English)
German Green City Index, analyses of 12 major cities (German)
European Green City Index, analyses of Europe’s major cities (English)
Your Pictures of the Future, youth issue 2013 (German)
Additional information
about Siemens innovations is available on the Internet at:
www.siemens.com/innovation (the Siemens R&D website)
www.siemens.com/innovationnews (weekly media service)
www.siemens.com/pof (Pictures of the Future on the Internet — also in
Spanish, Chinese, French, Portuguese, Russian, Romanian, and Turkish)
Pictures of the Future is also available as a free app at the App Store.

I would like a free sample issue of Pictures of the Future
I would like to cancel my Pictures of the Future subscription
My new address is shown below
Please also send the magazine to…
(please check the respective box(es) and fill in the address):

Siemens’ Publications App
Download Siemens Publications app

Title, first name, last name
Company

Department

Street, number
ZIP, City
Country
E-mail, telephone number (optional), fax (optional)
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You can also read the magazine Pictures
of the Future in the Siemens Publications
app. Your iPad or Android tablet can provide you with convenient access to digital
magazines from Siemens business units
with features, background reports, and
interviews with international experts.
Here you can discover which technologies are moving our world today, and
which ones will do so tomorrow. We invite you to browse through our magazines — as if you were in a kiosk — and
draw inspiration from new solutions and
innovative ideas. You can find more information and the app to download at:
www.siemens.com/publications-app
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